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A B S T R A C T

Digital twins are required to process a large amount of data during operation, in order to
achieve specific tasks, over the lifetime of the physical twin that they relate to. One important
feature of processing data is the identification of trust in both the underlying data and processed
information that arises from the data. Trust, as it is defined here, will typically be built from
several contributory sources. While there are both quantitative and qualitative sources of trust,
this paper focuses on the qualitative aspects of trust via the transparency of the algorithmic
process that is available in the crystal-box modelling. The crystal-box idea is also extended
to include the concept of a ‘crystal-box workflow’. The key idea is that in order to assist the
user of the digital twin to interpret the results they are presented with, via the digital twin
interface, the information needs to be contextualised. This work shows an example of how
this can be done for a vibration testing (specifically modal testing) example on a scaled three-
storey structure. The information is contextualised for the user via ‘profiles’, which collate and
augment the processed information together. In particular, synthetic results are generated in
order to augment a limited set of physically recorded data, and these synthetic results are then
used to assist the user in contextualising the physically recorded data. Implementation results
are shown using an open-source digital twin code called DTOP-Cristallo.

1. Introduction

Digital twins have been considered for use in a wide variety of systems and applications, as described in the recent review
apers: [1–6]. The review in [1] describes the current challenges of the digital twin field, while [2] gives a detailed literature
review of published work on digital twin technology. A review of the general concepts and applications is given in [3], while [4]
reviews the internet-of-things aspects of digital twin and [5] describes the current state-of-the-art of digital twins with possible
future directions for further development. Most recently [6] discusses issues associated with scaling current small scale digital twins
to a larger industrial setting.

In practice, realisations of digital twins are achieved through hardware, software and network connectivity, which essentially
requires an internet-of-things (IoT) capability for a typical scenario—see for example the review in [4].

In this paper the open-source system used to demonstrate the concepts is called DTOP-Cristallo, and recent papers describing its
development and demonstrative examples can be found in [7–10].

One characteristic of a digital twin that is consistent across any application is the relationship between data, information, and
rust. Raw data is gathered from sensors and contains the physical response of the system to a particular set of conditions (or
oadings, dynamic excitation, etc.). Information obtained from the measured data, either through data processing or model-based
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analysis, is typically used to provide useful insights regarding the key characteristics of the physical twin (which can include non-
measurable quantities or predictions). Trust, as it will be defined here, relates to both quantitative and qualitative measures. For
example, one typical quantitative measure describes the confidence in the information based on estimations of uncertainty in the
data (e.g. [11,12]). Whereas a qualitative measure of trust could be knowledge regarding the reliability of the methods used to
process the data over a period of time.

The concept of trust in a digital twin is strongly related to the quantification of uncertainty and the verification/validation of
odels. There is a wide variety of available open-source software that can address this aspect of trust. This includes OpenCossan [13],
penTurns [14], and UQpy [15]. While this work does not directly address this quantification aspect of trust, the ideology that this
aper uses has the flexibility to address both qualitative and quantitative aspects of trust. It is planned in the future to demonstrate
he inclusion of one of these open-source software into the demonstrator digital twin to fully address all aspects of trust in a digital
win.
Digital twins contain multiple sources of information, such as information from processing the measured data and information

enerated from models contained within the digital twin. Due to this multiplicity of information sources, an important component
n the development of a digital twin is a method to assess the levels of trust in the different information available. It is commonly
ssumed that processed sensor data has a higher degree of trust compared to simulated information. However, the simulations can
ake predictions for non-testable scenarios or quantities, so it is also important to have a measure of trust in this information as
ell. One way to help instill trust in these situations, is to use the models to simulate the experimental data (e.g. calibrate the
odels) within the digital twin. This serves two main functions, first to ensure that the calibration/ optimisation was performed as
xpected and secondly to reassure the user about the level of trust in the model.
To address the issue of trust in digital twins, this work introduces the concept of crystal-box workflow. This uses the concept of

rystal-box modelling that enables users to see all aspects of the processing, (but not typically alter) and apply it to the step-by-step
orkflow processes within the digital twin. The purpose of the crystal-box workflow is the ability of the user to have full transparency
n how the data is acquired, processed, and used. The transparency allows the user to interrogate the workflow in detail, therefore
elp build a qualitative trust in the data and predictions made. This work is the first work to explicitly implement this type of
odelling framework within a digital twin. In this paper, initial work is performed on instilling a qualitative trust into a common
tructural dynamics workflow and provide the framework for future work to produce a quantitative measure of trust.
The term contextualisation is used in this work for the explanation of the interpretability and understanding of the software

ssociated with the digital twin and the results it creates. In software engineering and computer science, the terms interpretability
nd explainability closely relate to the concept of trust and have unique definitions, but mainly described by a specific model or soft-
are. However, the multi-disciplinary connotations of these words imply different meanings, leading to the use of contextualisation
n this work for a more universal understanding.

. Digital twin platform and required tasks

This paper uses an open-source example, but it is recognised that some digital twin applications may require confidentiality that
akes disclosing/sharing the data or derived information problematic. In this case a closed-source proprietary software product that
nsures limitations on the information in the digital twin might be most appropriate. A consequence of this approach is that the
low of data and information becomes hidden (except for a limited set of users) [5]. For applications where data and information
an be more openly shared, and particularly where digital twin interoperability is required, use of open-source digital twin software
ay be appropriate. Open-source digital twin concepts have been studied by several authors including the Internet of Things (IoT)
latform called Eclipse Ditto [16] and the digital twin operational platform (DTOP), DTOP-Cristallo [7–9] that is described in this
ork.
The digital twin operational platform provides the interface to the user, and enables the user to request specific tasks to be

erformed. For example, the user may request that the digital twin processes experimental data, stores these processed results, and
irectly performs numerical simulations based on this data. This type of workflow within the digital twin typically processes the
ata directly after collection and then performs other parts of the workflow—in this case it compares the results with those from
umerical simulations. The setting for this type of task could occur in a range of applications, for example those related to asset
anagement-based digital twins. In particular, for the vibration testing task considered in this work, the assumption is made that
he relevant workflow would be performed periodically during the life of the system and predictions would be made to help the
ser determine what kind of maintenance to carry out, and to aid in other types of operational decision making.

.1. The DTOP framework

The DTOP framework is the underlying hardware and software used for the development and implementation of a digital twin.
or this work the DTOP-Cristallo system was used. DTOP-Cristallo is an open-source digital twin platform, developed by the authors
nd their collaborators [7–10]. This platform has a web-based user interface that provides both accessibility and connectivity. The
ccessibility component of DTOP-Cristallo enables users to access the digital twin information remotely when it is needed. To allow
his requirement, a browser-based interface has been developed using Python Flask [17]. Flask has several options for deployment
ased on the location of the user in relation to the host. These options can be seen in Fig. 1.
There are three main options for accessibility built into DTOP-Cristallo, all of which require no changes in the programming,
2

nly in the ‘‘server’’ deployment specifications. The first option is the standalone deployment. This only allows access to the digital
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Fig. 1. Accessibility options for DTOP framework.

Fig. 2. Connectivity layers for DTOP-Cristallo.

win on the single machine that the DTOP is deployed to. Using this option allows for very secure data management since only a
ingular machine/user can access this information, which is an important factor for certain digital twins such as in energy production
acilities and government systems. This is thought of as an extension of traditional IoT platforms and inherently has a high level of
ata security due to the physical requirement of being at the specific machine.
The second accessibility option is the local area network (LAN) deployment. This extends the idea that a specific physical location

s required, but generalises it to allow multiple users access at the same time through a LAN, which may (or may not) be separate
rom the internet depending on the context. For many complex engineering systems, several parts are designed, built, and maintained
n parallel. In an aircraft, for example, the structural and electrical responses are analysed in nearly fully parallel via different sensors
nd users. Utilising a LAN deployment allows for multiple people on-site the ability to view and use the digital twin concurrently.
The final accessibility option removes the physical location requirement for the other options and allows for any approved user to

ccess the digital twin with any internet access. In general, this decreases the data security, but it also greatly increases the usability
nd possible use cases. One example of a system that can significantly increase usability through the open internet deployment is
or civil structures such as bridges and buildings. For a large number of these systems, it is either impractical or impossible (for
ystems like off-shore wind turbines) to require physical connection to the digital/physical twin.
The other main component of DTOP-Cristallo relates to the connection of the physical twin, digital twin, users, and computational

esources. In general, this connection is described in three layers, as seen in Fig. 2. These layers primarily relate to how data,
nformation, and knowledge is transferred (or flows) between the layers. The separation of the DTOP framework into layers is
articularly useful in the discussion and research on digital twins. A large part of previous work on the DTOP framework focuses
n either the interface layer [8,10] or the computational layer [7,9] independently. This work focuses on the interaction between
tored and simulated data from the computational layer and contextualising it within the interface layer to aid in decision making,
hich is made by a user.
3
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Fig. 3. Main page of DTOP-Cristallo.

In Fig. 2, the upper layer of the digital twin is the computing layer. This consists of the computational hardware that performs
computationally intensive operations such as numerical simulations. Additionally, this includes other functions such as data storage
and other services. This layer can either be physical hardware, such as a local high-performance computing cluster, or cloud-based
depending on the available services already being used and the requirements of the system.

The bottom-layer for digital twin in Fig. 2 is the IoT layer that connects the digital twin with the physical twin. This primarily
consist of two main components, the data-acquisition (DAQ) system and the controller. The DAQ system collects the sensor readings
that are attached to the physical twin. This data is then transmitted to the network so the other layers can utilise this data for
decision making or numerical simulations. The controller communicates with the physical twin in a two-way communication. These
controllers typically use physical equipment such as servos/actuators to interact with the physical system and takes in sensor readings
to ensure that the response of the system matches the intended operation (seismic absorption, change of angle of attack, or directional
heading are all examples).

The final mid-layer provides connectivity between the user(s) and all other parts of the digital and physical twins. This interface
layer determines the accessibility and usability for the user. The use of Python Flask is one way to implement this layer through
the use of a browser-based interface via template HTML files.

2.1.1. DTOP-Cristallo
In this work, DTOP-Cristallo is used to create a demonstration digital twin for a 1:5 scaled three-storey structure constructed out of

aluminium. This has been used in a variety of previous studies including [8], and for a general explanation about the implementation
and also use in other engineering research, the interested reader can find details in [7,9]. The main page of DTOP-Cristallo shows
both the available tools and a schematic of the system of interest—a screen shot is shown in Fig. 3.

2.2. Parameter estimation

To process the experimental and synthetically generated data, a tool within DTOP-Cristallo has been specifically created. This
is the ‘profile generator’ tool that processes the data and generates a new set of model parameters that best fit the experimental
data of the structural response found through the routine (i.e. periodic) testing and the addition of the synthetically generated data,
which is based on the experimental data that is used to give context (for example, giving indications of parameter changes for asset
management and maintenance scheduling).

The main mathematical process used in the profile generator is called circle fitting, and once the model parameters have been
identified using this technique they are then stored in the ‘profile hub’ and can be used to perform various simulations that
contextualise the experimental result. Here it is assumed that these can be used to aid the user in making decisions regarding
the physical twin. These simulations can include non-testable scenarios, non-measurable quantities, and regeneration of calibration
data to name a few possibilities. We note the following points regarding the implementation of this task:

• The experimental data is provided in a comma-separated value (CSV) format containing the frequency response functions
(FRFs) at each sensor location, which can be written as,

[𝐟 , �̈� (𝑗𝜔), �̈� (𝑗𝜔), �̈� (𝑗𝜔)] , (1)
4
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Fig. 4. Selection of frequency response data file.

where the first column vector 𝐟 = {𝑓1, 𝑓2, ..., 𝑓𝑝}𝑇 is the frequency vector in ‘Hz’, which represents the range and resolution
of the spectra. The following column vectors �̈�1(𝑗𝜔), �̈�2(𝑗𝜔), �̈�3(𝑗𝜔) are the accelerances in ‘g/N’, where 𝜔 = 2𝜋𝑓 is the circular
frequency in ‘rad/s’ and 𝑗 =

√

−1 represents the imaginary unit. These FRFs can be generated through various types of tests
including impact hammer or shaker excitation.

• The application reads the data from a user selected CSV file containing the FRFs, as shown in Fig. 4. Then it segments the
FRFs around each resonance (currently hard-coded but in the future will be user-selected) for each sensor, which gives,

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

�̈�1
1(𝑗𝜔) �̈�2

1(𝑗𝜔) �̈�3
1(𝑗𝜔)

�̈�1
2(𝑗𝜔) �̈�2

2(𝑗𝜔) �̈�3
2(𝑗𝜔)

�̈�1
3(𝑗𝜔) �̈�2

3(𝑗𝜔) �̈�3
3(𝑗𝜔)

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

, (2)

where each of the shortened FRFs �̈�𝛽
𝛼(𝑗𝜔) represents a simplified single degree-of-freedom (DOF) system that matches

traditional structural dynamic theory, where 𝛼 = 1, 2, 3 refers to the DOF number and 𝛽 = 1, 2, 3 refers to the mode
number, where this system only contains 3 modes of interest. In the complex plane, each �̈�𝛽

𝛼(𝑗𝜔) resembles a partial circle if the
monitored structure is lightly damped and the resonances are well separated [18,19]. There is a vast amount of literature [18–
21], which demonstrates how fitting a circle to this data leads to identifying the modal parameters and mode shapes of the
structure. A brief overview on how this method has been implemented in DTOP-Cristallo is given in Appendix A.

• After circle fitting each mode at each sensor location, the system matrices of the lumped parameter model can be calculated,
as displayed in Fig. 5. This process is used to estimate the mass, stiffness and damping values of the lumped parameter model
that are then stored in the ‘profile hub’. The structure is modelled as three mass–spring–damper systems connected in series to
each other and to the ground at one end. Appendix B contains the mathematical formulation of the lumped parameter model.
The mass matrix is calculated as,

𝐌 = 𝑚𝑚ΨΨ𝑇 , (3)

where 𝑚𝑚 is the modal mass, which is given by 𝑚𝑚 = 𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡∕3, with 𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡 the total mass of the structure, and Ψ is the matrix of
experimentally determined mode shapes. The stiffness matrix is given by,

𝐊 = 𝑚𝑚ΨΛ−1Ψ𝑇 , (4)

where Λ−1 is the diagonal matrix of squared natural frequencies, and the damping matrix is taken to be,
𝑇 −1 −1
5

𝐂 = 𝑚𝑚(Ψ ) ΞΨ , (5)
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where Ξ is defined as,

Ξ =
⎡

⎢

⎢

⎣

2𝜂𝑛,1𝜔𝑛,1 0 0
0 2𝜂𝑛,2𝜔𝑛,2 0
0 0 2𝜂𝑛,3𝜔𝑛,3

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦

, (6)

where the damping ratios 𝜂𝑛,𝛽 and natural frequencies 𝜔𝑛,𝛽 are estimated using the derivation presented in Appendix A.
From the matrices given by Eqs. (3), (4) and (5), the model parameters

(

𝑚1, 𝑚2, 𝑚3
)

,
(

𝑘1, 𝑘2, 𝑘3
)

, and
(

𝑐1, 𝑐2, 𝑐3
)

can be
approximated using the notions of a three DOF system fixed at one side and free at the other end, as presented in Appendix B.
Due to the orthogonality of the mode shapes, the mass matrix 𝐌 given by Eq. (3) is diagonal and the mass of each individual
floor can be identified as an element of the diagonal. The stiffness matrix 𝐊 given by Eq. (4) is fully populated with elements
𝑘𝑖𝑗 ∀ 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3 & ∀ 𝑗 = 1, 2, 3, thus the individual stiffness elements can be calculated as,

𝑘3 = (𝑘33 − 𝑘32 − 𝑘23)∕3
𝑘2 = (𝑘22 − 𝑘3 − 𝑘21 − 𝑘12)∕3
𝑘1 = 𝑘11 − 𝑘2

. (7)

Similarly, the damping matrix 𝐂 given by Eq. (5) is also fully populated with elements 𝑐𝑖𝑗 ∀ 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3 & ∀ 𝑗 = 1, 2, 3, thus
the individual damping elements can be calculated as,

𝑐3 = (𝑐33 − 𝑐32 − 𝑐23)∕3
𝑐2 = (𝑐22 − 𝑐3 − 𝑐21 − 𝑐12)∕3
𝑐1 = 𝑐11 − 𝑐2

(8)

Note that, in the absence of a more physically meaningful model, the damping coefficients are assumed to be directly
proportional to the stiffness coefficients—see Appendix B. This is a widely accepted practice in the modelling of lumped
mass systems, but as will be seen later in Section 4, leads to limitations in the matching between experimental and numerical
results. This type of limitation in the physical-based model is called model-form error and is a form of epistemic uncertainty
that is typically present in all digital twins of complex engineering systems. Although there are more sophisticated damping
models that could be used, in this paper we accept this level of model-form error in the damping model, and comment on it’s
consequences in Section 4.

• The final step is to store the model parameters as a new profile in CSV format, which can then be used by the other tools of
DTOP-Cristallo. Currently, this uses the CSV format, but future implementations can easily be stored in a database structure
such as SQL.

2.3. Simulated data generator

The methodology described in Section 2.2 provides an efficient means to determine the parameters of the three-storey structure,
under the assumption of linear dynamics. Given a single time-history converted to a FRF, the technique can be deployed to determine
the stiffness vector 𝑘 = [𝑘1, 𝑘2, 𝑘3] and the mass vector 𝑚 = [𝑚1, 𝑚2, 𝑚3], as well as the damping vector 𝑐 = [𝑐1, 𝑐2, 𝑐3] via least-squares
regression.

While it is not part of a predictive workflow, it is important to verify that the process for identification is suitably accurate
and gives additional context to the user for instilling trust in any future predictions made using these parameter values. To aid
in this verification, a synthetic data generator tool was designed to generate time-histories using the identified parameters within
an ordinary-differential-equation (ODE) model of the three-storey structure (i.e. a 3 DOF lumped-mass system is assumed for the
ODE model). The resulting synthetic displacement time-histories can then be transformed into the frequency domain to display the
associated frequency characteristics, such as FRF or power spectral density (PSD), that can be compared to the experimental data.

Depending on the exact requirements of the application, other synthetic features can also be added at this stage. For example,
nonlinear terms can be added to the ODE equations-of-motion and generate synthetic data with nonlinear dynamical characteristics
(such as large amplitude deflections) if the user desires this type of data. In this way, experimental data produced by a particular
means of exciting the structure (in this case a hammer excitation was used) can be augmented with a range of synthetically generated
data simulated by the digital twin to enable the user to have a better contextual understanding of the data, and the behaviour in
parameter regions close to the values where that data was collected. This has the potential to be particularly useful in an asset
management context, where slow, but significant parameter changes over time are often expected, induced by wear, ageing and
material degradation.

The use of the data simulator is therefore twofold: (i) it can be used to verify the profile generation procedure; (ii) it can be used
by the DTOP to produce additional synthetic data of the physical twin to contextualise the physically recorded data. An example of
the results from the simulator is shown in Fig. 6. This simulator is programmed with the capability to mimic a variety of scenarios.
For the results shown in Fig. 6, a monitoring scenario is used with a sudden impact to mimic a collision/ hammer impact. This is
interpreted as corresponding to non-zero initial conditions of the system before the hammer excitation (modelled as an exponential
of negative time squared) is applied to the system after half a second of recording data.
6
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Fig. 5. Model parameter estimation and profile generation.

Fig. 6. Outputs from the hammer testing data simulator tool. On the left an example of the displacement time-histories of each of the three masses is shown,
and on the right the corresponding Fourier amplitude for each mass. The hammer tool is simulated with zero initial conditions and with the hammer hitting
first mass at time 𝑡 = 0.1 s with a force intensity of 𝐹 = 300 N.
7
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3. Trust in digital twins

One of the most potentially useful characteristics of digital twins is the association of digital twins with decision making. The
igital twin is commonly used as a collection of data from sensors, simulations, and expert knowledge with future intentions to
ntroduce automation for low-level decision making. Despite this planned future aspiration, a large number of digital twins are used
o supply information to the user to aid in the decision making process. These decisions range from normal operations to repair
cheduling to accident avoidance. Because of this utilisation of information in decision making, the concept of ‘‘trust’’ is important
hen discussing the transparency and traceability of information used in decision making.
The concept of trust in regards to information relates heavily to the uncertainty analysis of the simulation information that is

nformed by experimental data. This requires a holistic approach to uncertainty quantification and understanding of the simulations.
he uncertainty quantification aspect has an intrinsic relationship to trust. When a measurement has very low levels of uncertainty,
he predictions made from this data is (normally) considered to be well trusted since the variability is quite small. This is also known
s quantifiable trust.
In addition to having a robust uncertainty quantification performed as part of the simulation, it is also important for trust if

he user understands the assumptions and techniques that the simulations are performing, also called qualitative trust. Some of the
est methods to increase this trust is for the predictions to be based on a fundamentally known theory that has been accepted and
alidated multiple times in the research and practitioner communities over a number of years. For example, finite element analysis
r computational fluid dynamics would fall into this category. An alternative is, especially for less well established methods, is to
rovide robust documentation that explains both the derivation and implementation for the simulation.
Another method that could be used to increase the trust is through the ability to examine the implementation code directly.

his can be done via one of two methods with the first being a pure open-source simulation code. The use of open-source code can
reatly increase the trust, since the user is able to see the exact implementation of the algorithm. However, the aspect of open-source
imulation code where anyone can modify it needs to be applied with caution, since the modifications might introduce errors or
nvalidate the derivation. To circumvent these issues, the use of crystal-box modelling (as opposed to black, white, or grey-box
odelling) allows the user to fully understand the implementation while any modifications can only be carried out by approved
nd verified users.

.1. Crystal-box modelling

In software engineering and computer science, the literature on verification and validation is vast—see for example [22–24] and
eferences therein. In this context, verification and validation typically takes place in the form of tests. The concept of white- or glass-
or clear-box testing is well established. A white-box test refers to the testing of computer programs at the level of the source code,
that is aimed at creating an error-free environment by examining all code. However, in engineering, verification and validation
relate to the various models used and less on the software used to evaluate these models. In engineering, a white-box model is
a physics-based model whose assumptions and boundary conditions are clearly stated; whereas a black-box model is based on an
input–output relationship (e.g such as that obtained using regression or a deep-learning models) whose internal relationships are
determined by providing the best-fit to any given data. A grey-box model is the combination of white- and black-box components for
enhanced modelling. In this paper, the concept of grey-box model is taken to the digital twin level via an augmented transparency
dimension which is not limited to the programming logic, but extends to data collection and data sharing processes, as well as to
the machine-learning code used for model validation. In this context, a crystal box can be considered to be a see-through grey box
model with an enhanced transparency dimension.

A crystal-box model as an abstraction of a grey-box model (combination of physics- and data-based models), is an emerging
concept [25,26]. A crystal-box model can be seen as a grey-box model whose internals are accessible, human-readable and
inspectable. The definition of such a model is not limited to open-source code, but extends to code that is protected (as opposed to
open) and is provided alongside its grammar and compiler, see Fig. 7 for a illustrative summary. The code present in a crystal-box
ncludes the simulation model code and the code used to fetch the experimental data. So, a crystal-box is a grey box with an
ugmented transparency dimension. With this framework, the user can inspect the code and understand its limitations, as well as
nderstanding how the empirical data propagates from source to model.
When a user is presented with a crystal-box, an informed decision can be made because, even though all the modelling

ssumptions are not clearly stated, it is possible to pinpoint them by inspecting the code. No model is perfect, so the crystal-box
ramework guides the users (who have been given the model) to make their own informed decisions and establish if the model
s good enough. The peculiar component of transparency unlocks the potential and adds an attractive verification feature to the
ramework, which can now be inspected for modelling errors. It can be argued that this kind of framework provides the natural
pace for model-form uncertainty and uncertainty propagation to be developed further.
Two main approaches can be envisaged to implement the crystal-box framework to increase trust in a digital twin: a quantitative

pproach whereby verification takes place automatically by means of uncertainty propagation; a qualitative approach which consists
n building the infrastructure to enable user inspection and implement transparency. This general concept can be visualised in Fig. 7.
uantitative approaches to crystal-boxes are described in [25,26], where the idea of a crystal-box modelling was introduced as a
tepping stone to rigorous (intrusive) automatic uncertainty propagation. With automatic uncertainty propagation, trust in scientific
alculations can be engineered and checked systematically. This process is also known as automatic verification, which lies at the
8

ery core of trust. In this paper however, the focus is placed on the qualitative aspect.
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Fig. 7. Crystal-box vs. grey-box model diagram. In a traditional grey-box model, deterministic physics-based and data models are combined via validation. In
a crystal-box framework, the code that is behind the models can be inspected by the user. The green boxes denote open source, while the dark blue boxes
denote that the code exists but is protected for proprietary reasons. The set of protected code, grammar and compiler is enough for a designated agent or bot
to perform verification and inspection tasks without revealing the ‘‘secrets’’ of the protected code.

The qualitative approach builds upon rigorous information management, where data can flow from source to end while retaining
ll the vital semantics that makes that particular instance of data valuable and unique. The information management process greatly
enefits from transparency of simulations and experimentation. Digital twins can act as the lenses through which decision makers
an inspect the physics of a particular asset. The idea of crystal-box modelling can also be extended to describe the specific workflow
n addition to individual models/simulations. This idea relates to the traceability and transparency of the processing of data into
nformation. While the data is held within the metaphorical crystal, all processes and conditioning of the data into information can
e seen and replicated. This transparency and repeatability helps build the trust in the processes used within the digital twin to take
he raw data into usable information for decision making.

.2. Contextualisation and workflow

Contextualisation is achieved by implementing the crystal-box model into a workflow within the digital twin. Contextualisation
an be seen as the continuous comparison of validated profiles. A profile is the collection of flat data files (e.g. JSON-like) that
fully characterise the state of the digital twin at any given update. A workflow is the high-level process that leads to a profile, and
consists in (1) collecting the empirical data, (2) producing the simulated data, and (3) updating the model. The profile hub tool is
then able to take a profile and populate the various simulation tools with the newly updated values. While there are many options
for simulation tools built into a digital twin, this work demonstrates the contextualisation tool that is currently in development.
The workflow implements the idea of transparent operations, whereby the user can browse the history of available profiles, for
example by setting the clock back to a past update or see the different updates in one place. This workflow is shown in Fig. 8,
which shows the processes that occur to generate a calibrated model from the experimental data via generation of synthetic data.
While this particular workflow does not make statistical predictions, this will nonetheless enhance user confidence and instil trust
in the digital twin model.

Fig. 8 can be seen as the contextualisation of the crystal-box model depicted in Fig. 7 to a particular digital twin application. For
9

example, the circle fit component in Fig. 8 is a standard robust regression strategy for estimating the natural frequencies and modal
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Fig. 8. Contextualisation of modal information for calibrated models.

information of a three-degree-of-freedom linear structure, which makes no distributional assumptions, and can be used to compute
confidence intervals (although not demonstrated in this work). The simulated data component that leads to synthetic hammer or
white-noise data are an implementation of the physical model depicted in Fig. 7. This component can be verified with additional
code for automatic uncertainty propagation. The calibrated model is an instance of validation, while the contextualisation is an
instance of a robust grey-box model.

4. Demonstrative example

As previously mentioned, an important role of the digital twin is to provide information to a user to aid in decision making.
This information contains aspects such as uncertainty quantification and contextualisation. Uncertainty quantification is a widely
studied area of research, both for data analysis [12,25] and digital twins [2,5]. However, the properties of contextualisation and
he qualitative trust are not commonly studied. This demonstration will focus solely on the qualitative aspects of trust through
ontextualisation via the crystal-box workflow.
One important aspect to note about this demonstrative example is that this work is not focused on the development of accurate

igital twin models. The focus is to provide the relevant information to the user about the chosen model. There are a myriad of
odels that can be used to represent the system and each has its own associated modelling assumptions that lead to model-form
rrors. The purpose of this contextualisation is to provide information related to the model to the user to make informed decisions.
ne aspect of this contextualisation is the ability to provide abstracted information about the models and data. The user is able to
ee the data, how that data was generated, and how an associated model was created if there is one.
To demonstrate this contextualisation, this section goes through a typical process from taking experimental data, producing a

alibrated model through the circle fitting procedure, creating synthetic data, and comparing the synthetic data to the experimental
ata (i.e. verification and contextualising). This comparison is the main focus of the contextualisation, which firstly demonstrates
he accuracy of the model calibration and instills trust for the user in the simulations that will be made from the calibrated model.

.1. Model calibration and synthetic data generation

The crystal-box workflow demonstrated in this paper is shown in Fig. 8. This shows all the processing that occurs to the data
before it is displayed to the user for context. Using this crystal-box formulation gives several advantages to traditional verification
workflows. Firstly, the use of a crystal-box formulation allows for a transparent and traceable flow of data. This provides additional
information such as any filtering used, how the model was generated, and any extra parameters that might not be present in the
data (such as excitation type to generate the FRF). In addition to this transparency of information, providing access to how the data
is generated allows for interoperability and the potential of transfer learning. The first step in using this workflow is processing
the experimental data and generating the calibrated model. This is done through the circle fitting routine described in Section 2.2.
fter the circle fitting procedure, this information is stored into a CSV file that serves as the archived profile. This profile contains
he fitted model parameters (mass, stiffness, and damping) and the modal characteristics of the data (natural frequencies, damping
atios, and mode shapes). The current implementation generates this profile locally, but planned work is to incorporate these profiles
nto a database along with the data itself to reduce local requirements for using the operational platform. As shown in Fig. 1, there
are multiple version of the DTOP available, and by using a centralised database, the use of the LAN and open-internet becomes
simpler due to the use of network information compared to local file IO.

After the calibrated model is stored as a profile, the model simulates two types of excitation to generate a time history. These
types of excitation include a hammer impact excitation to mimic the calibration data and a burst random (also known as white noise)
to get a better understanding of a wider frequency bandwidth range. These types of excitation are common to better understand
the general dynamics of the system.
10
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Table 1
Tabular comparison of multiple profiles.
Profile name 𝜔1 [Hz] 𝜔2 [Hz] 𝜔3 [Hz] 𝜂1 [%] 𝜂2 [%] 𝜂3 [%]

Profile (1) Experimental 6.500 17.469 26.500 1.07 1.04 0.93
Profile (2) Hammer 6.200 17.800 26.411 1.96 3.45 3.90
Profile (3) White noise 6.200 17.767 26.400 3.13 2.54 4.71

Fig. 9. Comparison of raw FRF data.

4.2. Contextualisation of information

After these time histories are generated for the synthetic data, the equivalent FRF is generated then processed through the same
circle fit routine. This stores the results into separate profiles that can be compared. These three are then compared in three main
ways: tabular results, FRF graphical comparison, and a comparison of the mode shapes. The first comparison, the tabular results,
are shown in Table 1.

This table contains two main pieces of information for each of the three modes of interest, the natural frequency and damping
atio. There are a few things to note about these results. The first main point to note is that the synthetic data produced higher
amping ratios compared to the experimental data. There are two main contributions to this. The first is the damping model selected;
n the profiling routine, it is assumed that there is viscous damping. While this selection is common in linear vibrations, there is
till an epistemic uncertainty associated with this selection. While this is expected to be the main source of the discrepancy, other
easons were also investigated. For the FRFs, there is a frequency resolution of 0.030 Hz for both the experimental and numerical
esults. However, since this system is lightly damped, the damping ratio calculation is highly sensitive to the resolution of the
esonance. To test this, a simple interval analysis was performed based on half of the resolution. Performing this analysis showed
hat the experimentally determined damping ratio had a range of 0.005 centered at the values found in Table 1. While this does
ot account for the full 0.03 difference found between the experimental and numerical damping ratios, it is a sizable factor. The
emaining difference is assumed to be a mixture of numerical damping introduced in the ODE solver and the model-form error for
he selected damping model, described in Section 2.2. The ability to investigate this sensitivity and aid in identifying the sources
f this error is another great benefit of the crystal-box workflow. Since all the processes can be investigated, the user can identify
hat the frequency resolution is a sizable source of error between the model and experimental data.
In addition to the increase in damping, there is also a change in the natural frequency. The largest change was seen in the

undamental frequency where there was a 4.6% difference. Some of this difference is due to the increase in damping, however the
rimary factor for this discrepancy is model-form error. Specifically because our implementation assumed a lumped mass model
or each storey of the structure. This ignores factors such as the rotational inertia of the system, and the mass distribution in the
olumns. Despite this model-form error (except for the damping) the model is still 95% accurate. It is important to note, that most
igital twins will contain models with significant model-form errors. It is generally not possible to completely eliminate the error,
o it should be quantified and then propagated into the predictive simulations to provide a quantitative measure of trust for the
imulation predictions.
A comparison used to give context to the model is the comparison of the raw FRF spectra, which can be seen in Fig. 9. These

RFs shown in Fig. 9 demonstrate the same differences that are presented in Table 1 but in a graphical format. The first noticeable
spect is the decrease in the amplitude of the response particularly for the second and third mode. Primarily, this is due to the
ncrease in damping that is associated with the synthetic data. It is well understood that the amplitude of the resonance peak is
nversely proportional to the damping present. Since the numerical simulations produced larger damping, they also produce lower
11

mplitude than the experimental data. As mentioned above, this is due to the limitation of the model (i.e. the model-form error).
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Fig. 10. Comparison of the first 3 mode shapes of the data.

The other main difference between the profiles in Fig. 9 is the difference in the peak frequency. These differences can be used
to perform a sanity check on the profile generator tool by checking the peak using the cursor. DTOP-Cristallo presents all figures as
a javascript object, so the user can perform operations such as zoom, pan, and save the figure to provide better contextualisation.
While this comparison might be difficult when looking at all three natural frequencies, the ability to zoom allows the user to better
show the differences between the profiles. The final contextualisation is a comparison of the determined mode shapes shown in
Fig. 10.

The mode shapes shown in Fig. 10 show that the calculations represent the same modal characteristics. While there are slight
differences between the profiles, the general shapes are the same and the difference are mainly caused by the slight differences in
the calculated mass and stiffness values. If the differences were uniform (the same difference for each floor), the shapes would be
identical. However if there are small differences between each floor’s error, slightly different mode shapes will be calculated.

5. Conclusions

Trust in a digital twin is comprised of several components including the trust in the data, understanding of the processing,
uncertainty quantification, information management, and transparency in predictions. These components consist of both quantifiable
and qualitative confidence. Uncertainty quantification can lead to numerical indicators of confidence while the understanding of
the data processing is qualitative but just as important when making decisions. To identify the qualitative trust in a digital twin,
this work focuses on the transparency and repeatability of data through the use of crystal-box workflows. The crystal-box modelling
methodology introduces a transparent and repeatable processing of data and models. While the initial introduction of crystal-box
modelling focuses on the intrusive uncertainty propagation (also important to quantifying digital twin trust), this work takes the
methodology and applies it to the data workflow. This shows every manipulation and prediction on the data and information to
instill repeatability of predictions and qualitative trust to the user of the digital twin.

The example shown in Section 4 highlighted the well known limitation of using a lumped mass physics-based model with
proportional damping model. As discussed in Section 4, the resulting model-form error led to limitations in the matching of
xperimental and simulated data (e.g. a reduction in quantitative trust). However, using a crystal-box workflow is a way of enabling
he user to understand (at least in large part) why this is occurring and therefore increasing qualitative trust.
This work demonstrates the capabilities that are inherent in digital twins through the use of model calibration, data processing,

nd storage to establish trust in decision making. One of the most important aspects of qualitative trust is providing contextualisation
f novel data to the user. The contextualisation on which this work focuses is the ability to reproduce the data used to generate
he model. This reproducible nature of the models establishes the baseline level of trust for these models to be used in practice.
ommonly, these models are used to make predictions such as untestable scenarios or immeasurable quantities. To demonstrate the
nstillation of trust to the user, this work compares model properties and modal characteristics of the data for both experimental
nd synthetic data. This contextualisation gives the user an understanding of the model that is designed to provide information to
id in decision making.
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ppendix A. Circle fitting theory

This appendix presents an overview of the circle fitting method discussed in Section 2.2 with the intention to show how it was
implemented in DTOP-Cristallo. Solving the least squares problem of circle fitting corresponds to finding the centre of the circle
(𝑥𝑐 , 𝑦𝑐 ) and its radius 𝑟𝑐 , which minimise the residuals function. This application solves the nonlinear problem of least squares circle
fitting with an optimisation tool that makes use of the Jacobian of the residuals function for computational speed using a modified
Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm. A brief summary of the process is given here. The residual function is defined as,

𝜙 =
𝑚
∑

𝑖=1
(𝑟𝑖 − 𝑟𝑐 )2, (A.1)

where 𝑚 is the number of frequency points in each �̈�𝛽
𝛼(𝑗𝜔), and 𝑟𝑖 is the distance of each data point in the complex plane from the

centre, which can be written as,

𝑟𝑖 =
√

(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑐 )2 + (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑐)2, (A.2)

where 𝑥𝑖 = Re{�̈�𝛽
𝛼(𝑗𝜔𝑖)}, and 𝑦𝑖 = Im{�̈�𝛽

𝛼(𝑗𝜔𝑖)}. The minimisation of Eq. (A.1) is then carried out using the Scipy optimise least-squares
function within Python, where the Jacobian of Eq. (A.1), given by

𝐽𝑖,𝑥 = 𝜕𝜙𝑖
𝜕𝑥𝑐

= 𝑥𝑐−𝑥𝑖
𝑟𝑖

𝐽𝑖,𝑦 =
𝜕𝜙𝑖
𝜕𝑦𝑐

= 𝑦𝑐−𝑦𝑖
𝑟𝑖

, (A.3)

has been pre-calculated for computational speed. The quantity 𝑟𝑐 is measured as the mean distance of the entries to the centre via

𝑟𝑐 =
1
𝑚

𝑚
∑

𝑖=1
𝑟𝑖. (A.4)

When the algorithm converges, the centre (𝑥𝑐 , 𝑦𝑐 ) and radius 𝑟𝑐 of the circle that best fit each �̈�𝛽
𝛼(𝑗𝜔) are saved in the application

and used for the parameter estimation.
The application then processes each one of these circles and calculates various structural characteristics such as natural frequency

𝑓𝑛,𝛽 , which is taken as the frequency with the largest angular displacement between two adjacent points of �̈�
𝛽
𝛼(𝑗𝜔) in the complex

plane; and the damping ratio, which is calculated as,

𝜂𝑛,𝛽 =
|𝑓 2

𝑛−1,𝛽 − 𝑓 2
𝑛+1,𝛽 |

𝑓 2
𝑛,𝛽 [tan(

𝜃𝑛−1,𝛽
2 ) + tan( 𝜃𝑛+1,𝛽2 )]

, (A.5)

where 𝑓𝑛−1,𝛽 refers to the frequency point before resonance, 𝑓𝑛+1,𝛽 is the frequency point after resonance and 𝜃𝑛−1,𝛽 , 𝜃𝑛+1,𝛽 are the
phase angles of the corresponding �̈�𝛽

𝛼(𝑗𝜔) points. The application then calculates the modal amplitudes from the relative diameters
nd locations on the complex plane of the circles that fitted the experimental data, determining the matrix of mode shapes, which
an be written as,

Ψ =

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

𝐗1
1 𝐗2

1 𝐗3
1

𝐗1
2 𝐗2

2 𝐗3
2

𝐗1
3 𝐗2

3 𝐗3
3

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

, (A.6)

here 𝐗𝛽
𝛼 represents the modal amplitude of mode 𝛽 at location 𝛼, and is calculated as follows,

𝐗𝛽
𝛼 = 2𝑟𝛽𝑐,𝛼 𝜂𝑛,𝛽 𝜔2

𝑛,𝛽 sign[𝑥
𝛽
𝑐,𝛼], (A.7)

here 2𝑟𝛽𝑐,𝛼 is the diameter of the circle, and sign[𝑥
𝛽
𝑐,𝛼] specifies if the location of the centre of the circle is on the positive or negative

ide of the real axis of the complex plane. Each modal vector is then normalised with the Euclidean norm.

ppendix B. Lumped parameter model

A three DOF model of the structure shown in Fig. 3 can be derived by assuming that each floor can be represented by a lumped
ass and the beams connecting the storeys as springs with negligible mass.
The equation of motion of the lumped parameter model shown in Fig. B.11 can then be written as,

̈ ̇
13

𝐌𝐱 + 𝐂𝐱 +𝐊𝐱 = 𝐟𝑒𝑥𝑡, (B.1)
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Fig. B.11. Lumped parameter model of the structure.

where 𝐱 = {𝑥1 𝑥2 𝑥3}𝑇 is the displacement vector, 𝐟𝑒𝑥𝑡 = {𝑓1 𝑓2 𝑓3}𝑇 is the vector of external forces acting on each storey,𝐌, 𝐂, and 𝐊
are the classical mass, damping and stiffness matrices of the three DOF model fixed at one end and free at the other, which turn
out to be,

𝐌 =
⎡

⎢

⎢

⎣

𝑚1 0 0
0 𝑚2 0
0 0 𝑚3

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦

, 𝐂 =
⎡

⎢

⎢

⎣

𝑐1 + 𝑐2 −𝑐2 0
−𝑐2 𝑐2 + 𝑐3 −𝑐3
0 −𝑐3 𝑐3

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦

, 𝐊 =
⎡

⎢

⎢

⎣

𝑘1 + 𝑘2 −𝑘2 0
−𝑘2 𝑘2 + 𝑘3 −𝑘3
0 −𝑘3 𝑘3

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦

. (B.2)
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